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APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR PRODUCING AN ARTIFICIAL GRAVITATIONAL FIELD
The concept of rotating a mass about a spin axis to produce artificial gravity
is well known. Typically, however, it has been necessary to stop such rotation
in order to make changes in translational velocity (AV) if the thrust is applied
offset from the spin axis. The rotation is then recreated after AV changes.
Both stopping and resuming spin wastes energy.
The present invention provides means for balancing the off-center thrust to
prevent unwanted rotation of the spacecraft while preserving the rotation which
produces the artificial gravity field. To balance the unwanted rotational
effects of the drive force which is offset with respect to the spin axis, a mass
displacement means shifts part of the mass of the rotating spaceship. The
shifted mass, which is also rotating, induces an opposing moment to the moment
created by offset drive force. This induced opposing moment may be calibrated
to exactly counterbalance the moment created by offset drive force. In a
preferred embodiment, the mass displacement means shifts the mass of the crew
cabin, the mass of the drive engine, or both. The mass displacement means may
vary the amount of mass movement to account for variations in drive force. If
the drive force is reduced to zero, the mass displacement means returns the mass
to an original position.
Novelty is believed to reside in the apparatus and method for counteracting
undesirable rotation caused by offset thrust without altering artificial gravity
rotation.
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APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR PRODUCING AN ARTIFICIAL
GRAVITATIONAL FIELD
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION
The invention described herein was made by an employee of the United States
Government and may be manufactured and used by or for the Government of the United
States of America for governmental purposes without payment of any royalties thereon or
therefor.
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Technical Field
The present invention relates to apparatus and method for creating a centrifugal force
to serve as an artificial gravitational field in a rotating spacecraft. More particularly, the
present apparatus is directed to counteracting unwanted rotations induced by engine thrust
offset from the center of mass of the rotating spacecraft while maintaining the desired
rotation that produces an artificial gravitational field.
15 Backmound Ar_
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Long space voyages in diminished gravity or weightlessness conditions are often
detrimental to the health of human space travelers. The relative ease the heart experiences by
pumping blood in a weightless environment produces a cardiovascular deconditioning effect.
Also, without a gravitational force, body fluids migrate upwards in the body to create
congested areas. Thus, for long space voyages, such as an expedition to Mars, some means
for generating an artificial gravitational force is desirable.
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Prior inventorshaverecognizedsomeof theseproblems. U.S.PatentNo. 3,675,879
to H.B. Fuchsdisclosesa meansfor generatinganartificial gravitational force including an
electrostaticgeneratorat theundersideof a floor in a spacevehicle. The electrostaticenergy
attractsthe footwear, clothing,and the implementsusedby the astronautsto the topsideof
5 the floor in simulation of gravity. However, this method may not attract all body
componentswith thesameforce.
U.S. PatentNo. 5,058,834to C. H. Hubertdisclosesan apparatusfor adjusting the
balanceof a spin-balancedspacecraft. The apparatusmovesa liquid betweenor among
containersspacedaboutthe spin axis. The transferis accomplishedby controllableheaters
10 associatedwith each container for heating that container from which liquid is to be
transferredto increasefluid pressure.This methoddoesnotdescribehow unwantedrotations
inducedby enginethrustingoffset from thespinaxismaybecounter-balanced.
U.S. PatentNo. 4,688,746disclosesan apparatusfor despinninga satellitewhereby
one or more spinningflywheelsare adaptedto despinor partially despina rotating mass,
15 suchasa satellite,andto convert therotationalenergyinto heator electrical energy. This
disclosuredoesnot teachhow to balanceunwantedrotations induced by engine thrusting
offset from the spin axis while maintaininga desiredrotation that producesan artificial
gravitationalfield.
U.S. PatentNo. 5,129,600to M.E. Politesdisclosesan apparatususing oneor more
20 rotating unbalancedmassdevicesfor selectivelygeneratingcircular, line, or raster scan
patternswith gimbaUedexperiments. The rotating unbalancedmassmakesuseof a mass
associatedwith adrive shaft,with themasshavinga centerof gravity that is displacedfrom
the drive shaftrotation axis. Theresultingcentrifugalforce of therotating unbalancedmass
is usedto generatedesiredreactionforceson theexperimentto createa desiredscanpattern
25 for the experimentline of sight. This disclosuredoesnot teachhow to balanceunwanted
rotationsinduced by forcesapplied offset from the spin axis while maintaining a desired
rotation.
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U.S. PatentNo. 5,130,931to Paluszeket al. disclosesa spacecraftattitude and/or
velocity control systemincluding a controller which respondsto at leastattitudeerrors to
producecommandedsignalsrepresentinga force vector and torque vector. Thesevectors
eachhavethreeorthogonalcomponents,whichrepresentheforcesandtorquesthat areto be
5 generatedby the thrusters. This method requires additional thrusterswith additional
correspondingfuel requirements.This methodmay alsorequire locationof heatproducing
or particleproducingenginesnearthecrewcabin.
Onemethodfor producinganartificial gravitationalfield, known to thoseskilled in
the art, involves rotation of a spacecraftto simulate the gravitational force. For this
10 application,thespacecraftcrewcabin is locatedat thefore portion of thespacecraft.A main
rocket engine is positioned at the aft portion of the space ship. In the operation of this
method, the spacecraft is first directed in the correct direction for the long voyage at the
desired velocity. Then, the space ship is made to spin end over end to produce an artificial
gravity. The spin axis is transverse to the direction of travel. The rocket engine acts as a
15 counter balance for the weight of the crew cabin. The engine, which may be a nuclear or
solar electric engine, is kept a good distance from the crew cabin to generated sufficient
artificial gravitational force, and to decrease radiation exchange between the crew cabin and
engine. However, the problem of this method lies in the need to despin and respin each time
a course correction is necessary. The despinning and respinning process requires excessive
20 fuel expenditures.
Another prior art method for producing an artificial gravitational force involves
rotating the spacecraft from port to starboard. The crew cabin and a counterweight are
cantilevered on opposite sides of the spacecraft fuselage or center truss of the spacecraft. In
this method, the spin axis points in the same direction or parallel to the direction of flight.
25 With this method, it is not necessary to despin and respin with the spacecraft each time
course corrections are made. The spacecraft, including the main engine or engines, can be
reoriented to make course corrections using reaction-control rockets that are typically
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disposedover the spacecraft or by continously gimballing/angling the main engine nozzle in
a manner to direct its thrust. Reorienting the spacecraft also reorients the direction of thrust
from the drive engine, or vice versa, thereby effecting a change of course. The crew cabin is
kept at a distance from the center of mass primarily to create the necessary amount of
artificial gravity, and secondarily to protect the crew from radiation, heat, or various particles
produced by thereby. However, this method requires a counterweight that is typically
deadweight, i.e., otherwise unusable weight. The cost and difficulty of placing deadweight
in space is a significant problem with this method of creating artificial gravity.
Thus, a need exists for improved methods and apparatus to create an evenly exerted
artificial gravitational field within a spacecraft that does not require deadweight or excessive
use of fuel. Preferably, the crew cabin should be located some distance from the main engine
to limit exposure to radiation, heat, ions, or various particles that may be radiated thereby.
Those skilled in the art will appreciate the method and apparatus of the present invention that
solves these problems.
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STATEMENT OF THE INVENTION
The present invention relates to apparatus and method for creating an artificial
gravitational field by rotating a spacecraft around a spin axis. The present apparatus includes
a drive engine which propels the spacecraft in a desired direction typically parallel to the spin
axis. However, the drive engine in the present invention produces its force offset from the
spin axis. Thus, the drive engine produces a moment that may cause an undesired rotation.
The present invention provides means for balancing the off center thrust to prevent unwanted
rotation of the spacecraft without affecting desired rotation that creates the artificial
gravitational field.
The drive engine of the present invention is operable for producing a drive force to
drive a spacecraft in a direction of travel opposite to the drive force. A thruster engine
initiates rotation of the spacecraft around a desired spin axis for producing a centrifugal force
4
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that is used as an artificial gravitational field. The drive engine acts as the counterweight for
the crew cabin, in which the artificial gravity field is induced, as the engine also rotates about
the desired spin axis. The centrifugal forces induced by rotation in the crew cabin and
engine, respectively, oppose each other. The spacecraft has a center of mass through which
5 the desired spin axis extends.
To balance the effects of the drive force from the drive engine that is offset with
respect to the spin axis, a mass displacement means shifts part of the mass of the rotating
spaceship. The shifted mass, which is also rotating, induces an opposing moment to the
moment created by offset drive force. This induced opposing moment may be calibrated to
10 exactly counterbalance the moment created by offset drive force.
In a preferred embodiment, the mass displacement means shifts the mass of the crew
cabin, the mass of the drive engine, or both. Thus, there is little or no deadweight, i.e.,
otherwise unusable weight. The mass displacement means may vary the amount of mass
movement to account for variations in drive force. If the drive force is reduced to zero, the
15 mass displacement means returns the mass to an original position.
An objective of the present invention is to generate a centrifugal force to provide an
artificial gravitational field within the crew cabin of a spacecraft by rotating the spacecraft.
Another objective of the present invention is to eliminate deadweight associated with
a counterweight in a rotating spacecraft.
20 A feature of the present invention is a mass displacement means to balance the effects
of a drive engine that produces a drive force offset from the spin axis of the spacecraft.
An additional feature of the present invention is a mass displacement means that
displaces the mass of otherwise functional components of the spacecraft to balance the
effects of a drive engine that produces a drive force offset from the spin axis of the
25 spacecraft.
An advantage of the present invention is the capability of using the drive engine of
the spacecraft as a counterweight for the crew cabin.
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Anotheradvantageof thepresentinventionis theoptionto locatethecrewcabinand
particleproducingenginea maximumdistancefrom eachother.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
Other features and intended advantages of the present invention will be readily
apparent by the references to the following detailed description in connection with the
accompanying drawings, wherein:
I0
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Fig. 1 is a diagrammatic representation of a prior art spacecraft operable for
generating an artificial gravitational field;
Fig. 2 is a diagrammatic representation of another prior art spacecraft operable for
generating an artificial gravitational field;
Fig. 3 is a diagrammatic representation of a spacecraft having desirable features for
generating an artificial gravitational field but which is otherwise impractical due to
undesirable rotations that arise from a moment created when the drive force is generated
offset from the center of mass of the spacecraft;
Fig. 4 is a schematic representation of the spacecraft of Fig.3 but includes means for
counterbalancing the undesirable rotations in accord with the present invention; and
Fig. 5 is a schematic representation of an alternative embodiment of a spacecraft in
accord with the present invention.
Fig. 6 is a schematic representation of another embodiment of a spacecraft in accord
with the present invention.
While the invention will be described in connection with the presently preferred
embodiments, it will be understood that it is not intended to limit the invention to these
embodiments. On the contrary, it is intended to cover all alternatives, modifications, and
equivalents as may be included in the spirit of the invention.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS
The present invention relates to methods and apparatus for producing an artificial
gravity environment within a crew cabin of a spacecraft. The spacecraft rotates to induce a
centrifugal force within the crew cabin that serves as an artificial gravitational field. More
5 particularly, the present apparatus includes a drive engine that propels the rotating spacecraft
in a desired direction typically parallel to the rotation or spin axis. However, the drive
engine produces a drive force offset from the spin axis thus potentially inducing undesirable
rotation of the spacecraft.
In general, rotation in a particular rotational direction about the center of gravity of a
10 spacecraft may be described by an angular velocity vector. However, for purposes of this
specification, rotational direction is more simply as described in terms of a spin axis that
extends through the center of mass of the spacecraft.
That is, the rotational direction delineates a particular spin axis where all elements of
the spacecraft rotate around the spin axis. The spin axis is not a point, such as the center of
15 mass of the spacecraft around which the spacecraft rotates, but is an axis about which the
spacecraft rotates. The spin axis, therefore, is also described by a plane or set of planes
orthogonal to the spin axis in which each particle comprising the spacecraft rotates. The
rotational motion of each particle about the spin axis is also orthogonal to the spin axis.
As used in this specification, the center of mass for many particles distributed in
20 space and comprising a spacecraft is defined as follows:
m
rcm = _ 5". r i m i
where
rcm is a position vector for the center of mass of the spacecraft,
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M is thetotalmassof thespacecraft,
mi is themassof eachparticlen, and
ri is thepositionvector for eachparticlen.
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A featureof thepresentinventionis a drive engineoffset from thecenterof massof
the spacecraft.Sucha drive force with a line of action not intersectingthe centerof mass
createsamoment. A moment may be described as a product of a force and the perpendicular
distance of the force from a point of interest, such as the center of mass of a spacecraft. A
moment, when acting on a body such as a spacecraft, will have a tendency to rotate the
spacecraft. Depending on rules of construction for two dimensional action, clockwise
moments are usually considered positive, and counterclockwise moments are negative. As
discussed herein moments may act in three dimensions but if they are opposite in direction
and magnitude they counterbalance each other so there is no tendency for rotation of the
spacecraft. A moment on a spacecraft may be produced by firing a rocket offset from the
center of mass of the spacecraft. A moment on a rotating spacecraft may also be produced
when the combined masses of the spacecraft can not be all effectively centered in a single
plane perpendicular to the rotation vector or spin axis. Thus, moments that arise from two
sources may be used to balance each other out as discussed in more detail hereinafter.
Fig. 1 shows prior art spacecraft 10a which produces a gravitational field by rotation
of spacecraft 10a. Spacecraft 10a includes a crew cabin 14 and engine 16 connected by truss
18. Engine 16 provides a drive force to accelerate spacecraft 10a in the direction of arrow 12
during course maneuvers. Rockets or jets 20 and 22 produce a thrust force to rotate
spacecraft 10a in a rotational direction having spin axis 24 when the spacecraft is not
accelerating. Spin axis 24 extends through center of gravity 26 of spacecraft 10a.
The rotation creates a centrifugal force in crew cabin 14 that opposes a centrifugal
force acting on engine 16. The centrifugal force serves as the artificial gravitational field.
The magnitude of the centrifugal force is partly determined by the separation along truss 18
8
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betweenengine 16 and spin axis 24 or crew cabin 14 and spin axis 24. Spacecraft10a
providesa large separationalong truss18betweenengine16andcrewcabin 14. The large
separationalsoprotectsanyspacetravelersin crewcabin 14 from engine 16 which may be
radioactiveor produceparticlesdeleteriousto thehealthof suchspacetravelers,or providea
poor thermal environmentfor other spacecraftsystems. However, a problem with this
spacecraftis that to have a fixed, controlledengineorientation to drive coursemaneuvers
requiresdespinning(andsubsequentrespinning)eachtime, which may useconsiderablefuel.
Thus,this methodof producinganartificial gravity is inefficient for fuel consumption.
Referringto Fig. 2 thereis indicateda methodfor producinganartificial gravity that
doesnot requiredespinandrespinwhencorrectingcourse. This methodis alsoknown to
thoseskilled in theart. Spacecraft10bacceleratesin the directionof arrow 28 propelledby
drive engine 30. Crew cabin 36 rotates around spin axis 38 to produce an artificial
gravitational field within thecrewcabin36. Counterweight40 is necessaryto delineatethe
spin axis38 aroundwhich bothcrewcabin36andcounterweight40 rotate. Rockets32and
34 initiate andcontrol rotation of crewcabin 36 andcounterweight40 aroundspin axis 38,
which is typically parallel to the directionof accelerationduring coursecorrections. These
rockets thus control the magnitudeof the centrifugal force which is usedas an artificial
gravitationalfield. Arms 42and44secureandpositioncrewcabin36andcounterweight40,
respectively,to maincentraltruss46.
Thedirection of accelerationandtravel of spacecraft10bcanbe readily altered. A
gimballed drive engine nozzle,or reaction-controlrockets--similarto 32 or 34, which are
typically disposedabouta spacecraft--areusedfor this purpose. The thrust of drive engine
30 in a different direction effectively alters the direction of accelerationand travel of the
spacecraft.
A major problemassociatedwith spacecraft10b lies in counterweight40 which is
typically deadweight, i.e., otherwise unusable weight. Use of a deadweight for
counterweight40 requiresconsiderableenergyfor placementof thedeadweightin space. If
9
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counterweight40 hasnootherpurposethanto actasa counterweight,theenergyrequiredto
placecounterweight40 in spaceis somewhatwasted.
Plausibly,a fuel tankcouldbeusedascounterweight40. However, the lengthof the
arm42 of thecounterweight40,which in this caseincludesthefuel, requiresadjustmentto
5 compensatefor expendedfuel. Alternatively, the lengthof arm 44may bealteredasthe fuel
is expended. Fuel could also bepumpedfrom one position to another. However,at some
point in time, theremay be no additional fuel to pump for compensationpurposes. Thus,
counterweight40, comprisingeitheradeadweightor fuel aspartof thecounterweight,poses
problemsfor spacecraft10b.
10 Spacecraft10c,shownin Fig. 3, acceleratesin thedirection indicated by arrow 50.
Spacecraft10cusesengine52 asa counterweightfor crew cabin 54. Rockets56 and 58
inducerotation of crewcabin54 anddrive engine52 aroundspin axis60. Spin axis 60 is
parallel to the intendeddirectionof accelerationarrow 50. Spacecraft10c, like spacecraft
10b, does not require despinand respin for coursecorrections. Spacecraft10cdoes not
15 include so-calleddeadweightas doesspacecraft10b since drive engine 52 is used as a
counterweight for crew cabin 54. Drive engine 52 supplies a drive force that propels
spacecraft 10c in the direction of arrow 50. Drive engine 52 and crew cabin 54 may be a
considerable distance apart to protect space travelers from the engine's environment.
However, the drive force from engine 52 creates an additional moment acting on
20 spacecraft 10c that tends to cause an unwanted rotation around center of mass 66. This
unwanted rotation, for the instantaneous position of rotating spacecraft 10c, is shown by
arrows 68 and 70. The unwanted moment arises because engine 52 produces force with a
line of action offset from center of mass 66. Thus spacecraft 10c has significant orientation
problems created by the unwanted moment which make control of orientation of spacecraft
25 10c difficult. This is true even though spacecraft 10c has many advantages over the prior art
i.e. unwasted use of the engine as a counterweight for rotation and a significant distance
between the engine and the crew cabin.
10
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The spacecraft of the present invention includes the advantages of the general
configuration of spacecraft 10c shown in Fig. 3 while overcoming the orientation control
problems caused by drive engine forces offset from center of mass 66. The present invention
may also be used with other similar spacecraft configurations as discussed hereinafter. The
5 present invention includes means to compensate for the unwanted moment and rotation
produced by the offset drive force.
A schematic illustration of spacecraft 10d in accord with the present invention is
shown in Fig. 4. Crew module 80 and drive engine 82 rotate in a specific rotational direction
about a spin axis 84 at specific distances rc and re (respectively) from that spin axis to create
10 an artificial gravitational force within crew module 80. Thus, crew cabin 80 and drive
engine 82 act as counterweights with respect to each other. The crew cabin 80 and engine 82
experience opposed centrifugal forces due to the rotation of spacecraft 10d about spin axis
84. As in other spacecraft designs shown in Fig. 1 - 3, the centrifugal force acting on crew
cabin 80 provides an artificial gravitational force for space travelers inside the crew cabin.
15 The direction of linear acceleration of spacecraft 10d is indicated by arrow 86 and
must be parallel to spin axis 84. Thus, the centrifugal forces perceived by rotation around
spin axis 84 are transverse to and at right angles to the direction of acceleration 86 during
course maneuvers. Though when not accelerating it is not required and may not be desired
that the spin axis 84 and direction of travel of spacecraft 10d be parallel.
20 Similarly to spacecraft 10c, engine 82 creates a moment that may rotate spacecraft
10d in a rotation having a different rotational direction and spin axis than the desired rotation
with spin axis 84. The moment is created by a drive force from engine 82 that is typically
parallel to the desired spin axis 84.
However, spacecraft 10d provides means for eliminating the effects of the moment
25 created by the drive force from engine 82. The compensation means, in this embodiment of
the invention, operates by translating or displacing the mass of engine 82 in the direction of
thrust typically parallel to spin axis 84. Rail 85 and wheels 88 are shown for illustrative
11
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purposes as a means for translating engine 82; other means could also be used. The
movement forward of engine 82 any distance s parallel to spin axis 84 acts to shift the center
of mass of spacecraft 10d forward along spin axis 84 by a distance dx which is less than s.
Most importantly, the translation of engine 82 by distance s moves the line of action of the
5 centrifugal force acting on that engine forward by that distance s.
The new position at s of the centrifugal force on engine 82 at a point forward of the
new position at dx of the center of mass induces a moment that is opposite in direction to the
moment created by the drive force of engine 82. The centrifugal force of the engine
me*re*w2 is acting at a moment arm s-dx that is the difference between the engine center of
10 mass and the vehicle center of mass. Essentially, a rotating mass, i.e., drive engine 82, is
shifted the distance s-dx out of the plane in which the effective rotating mass of the
spacecraft is located. This condition induces a moment. By adjusting the translation distance
s, the magnitude of induced moment can be regulated to cancel out the moment (force F at
moment arm re) created by the off center thrust. Thus, the unwanted rotation can be
15 eliminated by relatively simple mechanical means that expend little or no fuel.
It is possible to solve mathematically for the length s required to move engine 82 for
this purpose. This may be accomplished by summing up the moments and centrifugal forces
acting on spacecraft 10d and solving for s to obtain:
s = F/(w2*me)
20 where the difference in mass distributions of the truss sections on either side of the
axis is negligible and :
25
S _"
F =
l'e =
displacement of engine 82 from initial position at static balance,
force produced by thrust of engine 82,
radius between spin axis 84 and engine 82,
12
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W
me =
dx =
rc =
mc =
m =
angular velocity in radians per second.
mass of engine 82,
displacement of center of mass of spacecraft 10d,
radius between spin axis 84 and crew module 80,
mass of crew module 80,
total mass of spacecraft 10d at a particular time (which may change as fuel
is expended, etc.)
10
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As engine 82 throttles up, the required displacement s increases with thrust thereby
produced. When engine 82 thrust is constant, displacement s remains constant. As the thrust
returns to zero, displacement s also decreases to zero. Thus, the translating means can be
made to vary the position of engine 82 by the correct amount s to account for changes in the
drive force produced by engine 82. Correspondingly, the center of mass of spacecraft 10d
varies between initial center of mass 89 and shifted center of mass 90. Although the location
of center of mass of spacecraft 10d varies, it continues to lie along spin axis 84. Since the
rotational forces remain the same, except for the engine thrust moment and the shifted mass
moment which cancel each other out, the rotation continues in the preferred rotational
direction to define a single spin axis 84 that is unaltered by the off center thrust of engine 82.
The advantages of the present invention over the prior art include, among other
advantages, a need for little or no additional mass. There is no need to despin and later
respin the spacecraft for every course maneuver. Such action requires excessive use of
reaction-control system (RCS) propellant and possibly the requirement for more massive
RCS engines. The apparatus of the present invention is also admirably suited for continuous
bum propulsion systems. Such systems may include nuclear electric propulsion and solar
electric propulsion engines. With the low thrust-to-weight of such engines, the displacement
s, or other mass displacement which may be used, is small. The apparatus of the present
invention also provides a good distance between crew cabin 80 and the engine or engines 82
13
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which may produce harmful particles, radiation, or heat. This distance protects the occupants
of the crew cabin (or the payload of scientific instruments) from these potentially deleterious
effects of the engine.
An alternative embodiment of the present invention is shown in Fig. 5 for spacecraft
10e. In figure 5 the role of moving engine is taken by a moving cabin. In this more practical
embodiment the crew cabin moves aft a distance s and the total vehicle center of mass moves
aft distance dx. The centrifugal force acting on the crew cabin with a line of action a
distance s-dx aft of the center of mass induces a controlled moment equal in magnitude but
opposite in direction to the moment created by the engine thrust which has a line of action a
distance re from the center of mass.
Solving mathematically for the distance s required to move the crew cabin by
summing up the moments acting on the space craft obtains the previous equation :
s = F/(me*w2)
A derivation follows:
15
20
Summing centrifugal forces :
mc rc w2 + (mi_ri) w2 = (mi_ri) w2 + me re w2
crew side truss engine side truss
mass and position of truss and other components (fuel tanks) arranged
symmetrically or nearly symmetrically along the truss.
14
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Setting centrifugal moments against engine thrust:
mc rc (s-dx) w2 - mi_ri dx w2 + me re dx w2 + mi_ri dx w2 = F re
crew engine
Solving for s :
F I(rni_ri) crew - (mi-ri)engine + 11s - w 2 mc rcme
10
If the tanks and comparably lightweight truss masses are assumed to be similarly or
symmetrically distributed about the center of mass, then the difference between the mi_ri
terms approaches zero, especially when compared to the more extreme weight and position
of the crew module mc rc, and one can approximate:
F
S =
me w 2
15
20
Another embodiment of the present invention is shown in Fig. 6 for spacecraft 10f.
In Fig. 6, crew module 100 and fuel tank 102 rotate opposite engine 106 and fuel tank 108
around spin axis 110. Spacecraft 10f accelerates in the direction indicated by arrow 112.
Arms 114 and 116 are of unequal length because engine and crew cabin masses 100 and 106
are typically unequal. The length rc of arm 116 is the length required for sufficient gravity
if the vehicle mostly coasts, or the secant of that length if the vehicle is under continous
propulsion.
The arms are joined by a hinge approximately along the spin axis 110 which bends to
move crew module 100, engine 106, and other related components along an arc path with the
approximate same center of rotation. The magnitude and direction of bend (fore or aft) is
determined by the mass ratio of engine 106 and crew cabin 100. However, arms 114 and 116
15
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may also bend at different positionsalong their respectivelength if the bend inducesa
moment without changingspin axis 110. Hinges or flexible joints 122 and 128 allow
maintenanceof theorientationor attitudeof crewmodule100andengine106with respectto
spinaxis 110whenarms114and 116bendfor inducinga moment. Becausethe centrifugal
forcesareequalonbothsidesof thehinge,soto is the angle118of eacharm. Thecenterof
massof spacecraft10eshifts a lengthdx alongspin axis 110. Thedistancedx extendsfrom
center119to center120.
Sincethe armsareof unequallengthsrc andre but with the sameangle118,either
thecrewcabin 100or engine106will havecentrifugalforce acting on a line of action more
offsetfrom dx thantheother. This againcreatesa moment,which by controlling angle118
can cancel the thrust of engine 106.Since the rotational forces acting on spacecraft10e
remain the same,except for the enginedrive momentand the shifted massmoment that
canceleachotherout, theplaneof rotation of crew module100remainsorthogonalto spin
axis 110. Thus,theprincipleof operationof spacecraft10eis thesameasthat of 10d.
In a similar manner to that shown for spacecraft10d, the moments acting on
spacecraft10emay be summedto solvefor the angle 118 requiredto offset the unwanted
rotation. The angle 118 necessaryto inducemomentsto balancethe off center thrust of
engine106is describedmathematicallyasfollows:
angle 118 = arcsin
Iw E re .)2y (mi ri r-T)
where:
re =
dx =
F =
length of engine arm 116,
displacement of center of mass along spin axis 110,
thrust of engine 106,
16
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mi ri ri
re =
angle 118 =
each mass mi (mass section, fuel tank, crew module, engine,
etc.) times its distance ri likllllllllg_gthe arm from the axis of rotation
times its displacement vector distance r i from the center of
rotation along either arm 116 (towards crew cabin, positive) or
arm 114 (towards engine 82, negative),
length of crew module arm 116,
angle of both arms from a straight line, between them
is 180-2*(angle 118)degrees,
angular velocity in radians per second.
10 With the low thrust of some continuous burn propulsion systems, the displacement
angle 118 could be small.
In operation, the present invention allows a very efficient use of mass. Masses of
components of the spacecraft used as counterweights, such as the engine, have significant
utility outside of their function as a counterweight. Thus, there is little or no deadweight.
15 After deployment of spacecraft 10d, 10e, or 10f, rotation of the craft may be induced
to produce the desired gravity. Various thrusters that are typically located over the spacecraft
can be used to adjust the initial orientation of the spacecraft. After orientation, the spacecraft
main engine, in co-ordination with a mass shifting apparatus as disclosed in Fig. 4, Fig. 5,
Fig.6 or some other arrangement, propels the spacecraft in the desired direction. Course
20 changes may be made by altering the orientation of the spacecraft and thus the orientation of
the main engines or engine. Various thrusters which are typically located on the spacecraft
may be used for this purpose. The action of drive engine producing a drive force in a new
direction due to the re-oriented spacecraft effectively alters the course of the spacecraft.
The foregoing description of the invention has been directed in primary part to a
25 particular, preferred embodiment in accordance with the requirements of the patent statutes
and for purposes of illustration. It will be apparent, however, to those skilled in the art that
17
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manymodificationsandchangesin thespecificallydescribedapparatusandmethodfor
producinganartificial gravitationalfield maybemadewithout departingfrom thescopeand
spirit of the invention. Forinstance,manyschemesmaybeutilized for shifting massof the
spacecraftandmanycomponentsof thespacecraftmaybeusedasthemassto beshifted.
Thismethodcanbeusedwith methodsincludingchangingthelengthand/ormassof the
armsor othercomponentsof thespacecraft.Severalenginesfiring off centermaybeused.
Severaldifferentmassesmaybemoved. Theequationsusedto calculatetheamountof mass
shifting necessarywill bemorecomplexdueto thelargenumberof massesand/orforces
which maybeincludedin thecalculations.
Thesebasicequationsandtechniquescouldalsobeusedto retaincontrol of any
spinningspacecraftin asituationwherethrustmustbeusedwith a line of actionparallel to
but notdirectedthroughthecenterof mass.Thrust maybeoff-centerfrom oneof several
enginesfailing, or bedesiredfor theleastinterferencewith thesensitiveintrumentation
comprisingmuchof anunmannedexploratoryprobe'smasscenter.Therefore,the invention
is notrestrictedto thepreferredembodimentillustrated,but coversall modificationswhich
mayfall within thescopeof the invention.
18
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE
An apparatus and method is disclosed for producing an artificial gravitational field in
a spacecraft by rotating the same around a spin axis. The centrifugal force thereby created
acts as an artificial gravitational force. The apparatus includes an engine which produces a
drive force offset from the spin axis to drive the spacecraft towards a destination. The engine
is also used as a counterbalance for a crew cabin for rotation of the spacecraft. Mass of the
spacecraft, which may include either the engine or crew cabin, is shifted such that the
centrifugal force acting on that mass is no longer directed through the center of mass of the
craft. This off-center centrifugal force creates a moment that counterbalances the moment
produced by the off-center drive force to eliminate unwanted rotation which would otherwise
be precipitated by the offset drive force.
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